alexandra road
development
public art plan
Contextualizing the Alexandra Road Development
through history, ecology, and community;
and illustrating opportunities for public art.

april 2015
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“The Public Art Program plays a key
role in shaping, animating & enriching
the public realm, & building civic pride
& community identity.” 1
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critical
summary
We are pleased to introduce the team behind
Engaging Site: the Social Practice of Public
Art and Community Design: an interdisciplinary class and pilot project responsible for
the Alexandra Road Development Public Art
Plan outlined below.
This initiative came to be through a chance
email exchange between Dr. Cameron
Cartiere, Associate Professor at Emily Carr
University of Art + Design, and Amit Sandhu,
Director of Ampri Group Ltd, who worked
together to present this compelling new
program for the students of Emily
Carr University.
As a class, we were very fortunate to be
presented with the opportunity to take part
in this intriguing and innovative project
that was made possible through the sponsorship of Ampri Group, who encourage
the potential we all have to “… Dream, Grow,
and Inspire.”
Led by Dr. Cameron Cartiere and assisted by
Ashley Guindon (TA), we are a diverse group
of individuals not afraid to pursue prestigious and challenging endeavors.
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It is through our individual practices, interests,
The plan acts as a companion to the larger
ideals, and desires that we have found our
Alexandra Neighbourhood Public Art Plan,
paths cross at this dynamic intersection. As
which “… builds on the history and ecology of
a mix of students we have
the neighbourhood. Priority
found new strength within “We are a diverse group
will be given to developour diversities, combining
of individuals not afraid ment of artworks in the
our disciplines to create
public realm: parks, streets
to
pursue
prestigious
and
a powerful and intuitive
and greenways. These will
merger. Through this
challenging endeavors.” serve as landmarks and
initiative, we have become
meeting places, as residents
a unified group capable of tackling a variety
make connections through the community.”1
The focus of these public art opportunities will
of obstacles and even anticipating problems
be based on connectivity: through ecology,
before they arise.
infrastructure and history.
Our class’ journey has been documented by
The site is a unique part of Richmond’s distinct
Sharad Kharé - Digital Journalist - who was
existing environment. The historic slough and
commissioned to record our experiences and
agricultural networks and greenways that run
the dialogue that encompasses such an intenthrough the Alexandra neighbourhood serve as
sive process. His film will inspire new systems
habitat, homes, highways, channels, and flight
for revitalizing communities, outlining the
paths for a diverse group of wildlife. Through
benefits of the early implementation of social
conservation and preservation, the removal of
practice, public art, and community design as a
invasive plant species, and the reintroduction
structural basis for new developments.
of native plant species, the Alexandra neighbourhood will continue not only to grow but to
The Alexandra Road Development Public Art
thrive, as an adaptable and changing environPlan has been inspired by existing bodies of rement, engaging and habitable for everyone.
search and extensive knowledge gleaned from
Our plan represents a fantastic opportunity to
a variety of field specialists. Through site visits
enhance the stakeholder’s experience. Instead
with biologists and meetings with Richmond
of starting entirely anew, we can build off the
City staff, landscape architects, project develintrinsic histories of Richmond, educating and
opers, historians, and other prominent figures
engaging through public art. We can make
within the community, we have experienced
and scrutinized every aspect of the site.
alexandra road development public art plan
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that we ask; what can you accomplish? We
anticipate all future visions and eagerly look
forward to the application of these findings,
ideas, and inspirations.2,3
Yours truly,
Engaging Site: the Social Practice of Public Art
and Community Design Pilot Class of 2015

The Community Projects class visits the Alexandra Road site to learn about the ecology of the area.

new and significant connections in a diverse
community between all those who inhabit the
Alexandra neighbourhood.
With essential instruction from committed
professionals and teachers of our future fields,
we have learned what it takes to rise above
and surpass our initial goals. Through extensive research into the site - as well as our own
individual research into public art - we have

contents

come together to present this document and
the great potential that the Alexandra Development has in re-shaping and revitalizing the
community.

dr. cameron cartiere Professor
ashley guindon Teaching Assistant
allison westdorp Photography
cameron palfreyman Visual Arts
evan hutchinson Industrial Design
geoffrey campbell Communication Design
jaymie johnson Visual Arts
kai choufour Visual Arts
karmen whinfrey Industrial Design
katrina kerluke Photography
linda aristizabal Industrial Design
paige white Critical + Cultural Practice
pippa lattey Visual Arts

We invite you to participate in an extraordinary
opportunity. Through working side by side,
systematically unified, we have found answers
to the questions that can only be accomplished
by working together. It is with great confidence

alexandra road development public art plan
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partners
the ampri group residential developer
The Ampri Group is the entrepreneurial dream
of Mr. Paramjit Sandhu. Mr. Sandhu was
brought up in a rural farming village in Punjab,
India. He was educated in India as an Electrical
Engineer, and moved to Canada in 1980, where
he created an electrical installation and maintenance company. In 1989, Mr Sandhu ventured
into the development market and created the
Ampri Group. The collaborating members of
the Ampri Group developed the company’s
first residence later that year. During the early
1990’s the Ampri Group focused primarily on
single family and multi-family residential
construction and, by the late nineties, were established as a luxury home developer. To date
the group has developed well over 600 homes
within the City of Richmond and the Lower
Mainland.4

contents

stantec project architect
Employing more than 15,000, and having
developed over 250 locations, Stantec strives
to collaborate across disciplines and industries. Concentrating on interior and exterior
design, Stantec oversees infrastructure,
architecture, surveying, environmental
science, management and economics of
multifaceted developments. 5

the city of richmond municipal partner
“In Richmond the City works in partnership
with local artists, cultural organizers, and local
residents to help sustain and develop cultural
and artistic heritage, traditions, skills, and individual expression. The City has also fostered
a growing inventory of public art installations
and we have hosted renowned international
artists and exhibits of public art in our City.” 6

emily carr university
“Emily Carr University was established in 1925.”
The University promotes the understanding of
Political Sciences, Philosophy, and Ideological
Systems to enrich the depth of Artistic and
Design bases creations. Emily Carr University
offers both in-depth skill and theory based Undergraduate Degrees, and Graduate Degrees
in Applied Arts and Design. Emily Carr is an
internationally renowned University hosting
students from “over 50 countries;” and currently offers foreign exchange opportunities
with multiple “North American and European
countries.” The learning outcomes Emily Carr
University strives to achieve in this changing
and accelerating global environment are of the
highest international caliber. This dedication
to excellence, within the understanding of Art
and Design, is reflected in its graduates.7

alexandra road development public art plan
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context
The Alexandra Road Site Development is located
at the south end of the Alexandra neighbourhood,
which is part of the greater West Cambie area.
Adjoining the Alexandra neighbourhood are established residential neighbourhoods to the north and
east, City Center to the west, and The Garden City
Lands to the south.
The Alexandra Development Public Art Plan outlines the characteristics of this emerging Neighbourhood, providing guidelines for future public
art with emphasis on connectivity. Neighbourhood
hubs include the Alexandra Neighbourhood Park
(which houses the Alexandra District Energy Utility) and a new shopping center on Alexandra Road,
which will be completed soon.
The Alexandra Greenway is a mixed-use path along
a green belt traversing the Neighbourhood from
north to south. It connects Cambie Road to the
north, spans Alexandra Neighbourhood Park, the
new shopping center, and provides access to the
Garden City Lands.
The green space in the northwest corner of The
Alexandra Road Site Development is a critical
juncture. The convergence of multiple passageways
makes it an ideal location for a significant wayfinding landmark/artwork, to be recognized by pedestrians, residents, and visitors who pass through
daily on their way to work, out shopping, or to see
the Garden City Lands.8,9
contents

cambie rd
no 4 rd

garden city rd

no 3 rd

odlin rd

alexandra rd

alderbridge way

lansdowne centre

garden city lands

n

westminster hwy
Housing
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Green Spaces

Mixed Retail/
Office Space

Mixed Commercial/
Retail/Residential

Ampri Development
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“The Alexandra Neighbourhood is in transition from a semi-rural predominantly vegetated landscape comprised of single-family
homes and farms to a more urban and complete community of multiple family housing
and places to work, shop and play.” 10
– Alexandra Neighbourhood Public Art Plan

contents

garden city lands
An exciting new public space is opening up
adjacent to the Alexandra Road Site Development. The Garden City Lands (aka: The Lands)
are just across Alderbridge Way where a new
traffic light with a pedestrian crosswalk will
connect the public directly to The Lands.

In 2004, after extensive community consultation, The Legacy Landscape Plan was created
with a vision for the future of the Lands. This
plan includes:

The Lands were purchased by the City of Richmond in 2010. They are located to the south
of the Alexandra neighbourhood, between
Westminster Highway, Garden City Way,
Alderbridge Way, and No. 4 Road, covering
approximately 136.5 acres. The Lands are in the
Agricultural Land Reserve, currently acting as
vacant green space.

ʊʊ
ʊʊ

ʊʊ
ʊʊ

ʊʊ
ʊʊ
ʊʊ

Urban agriculture and farming
Natural bog area with boardwalks
and lookouts
Extensive trails system
Community hub, with areas for play,
gathering and public festivals
Preserved wetland area
Public art
Existing eight-acre “mound” at existing
“mound”, with picnic areas, meadows
and fruit trees

The Official Community Plan designates the
Lands for “public and open space use”, with
agricultural zoning. The Metro Vancouver 2040
Regional Growth Strategy designates the Lands
for “conservation and recreation.” The City Center Area Plan designates the Lands as “parks –
further study required.”

garden city lands heritage
From early in the last century, the Lands were
part of the Dominion Rifle Range. The Range
had its own tram stop, seeing people arrive
from Vancouver to pick blueberries for the

“Whole families or a few
friends got off at the
tram stops and hiked off,
blueberry pail in hand,
towards No. 4 Rd. to pick
the tasty berries.”
– Pioneer on the Garden City Lands

market. Many people alive today have fond
memories of cutting trees on The Lands each
year for Christmas, and they were a popular
spot for pheasant and duck hunting. During
World War II, the lands held host to anti-aircraft guns and military transmission towers
(later converted to Coast Guard transmission
towers). Since 1994, the Lands have been
vacant green space

On March 31, 2010, the City of Richmond
concluded the purchase of the Lands from the
Canada Lands Company (CLC) Ltd. and the
Musqueam First Nations People for
$59.17 million.11

contents
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history
Richmond is primarily situated on Lulu Island, as well as a few other smaller Islands,
nestled between the north and south arms
of the Fraser River and the Pacific Ocean,
lying flat and barely above sea level. Historically, Richmond has been home to First
Nations people including the Musqueam,
Cowichan, Kwantlen, and likely Tsawwassen. There were villages and settlements
along the Fraser to the north and south,
but no evidence of settlement in the
middle of the island where the Alexandra
neighbourhood is now. The first European
settlers were farmers on Lulu Island in
the 1860’s until the settlement revolved
around the Lulu Post Office. Richmond was
incorporated as a municipality in 1879, not
officially becoming a city until 1990.
The settling and subdividing of land are an
important part of Richmond’s history. This
process speaks to the Alexandra Road Site’s
rich history of land allocation, development and subdivision.
The Alexandra neighbourhood was
created in 1909 by developer Frank Trites,
who subdivided the land into generous
lots, averaging 175 feet wide by 500 feet
long. The current Ampri development at
9580 – 9680 Alexandra Road spans three
contents

of these original lots. In the 1930s these lots
each contained a single family dwelling along
Alexandra Road, a long backyard with trees,
chickens, and possibly a pony or a cow. At the
time, in Richmond, each property was allowed
to keep up to one horse, one cow, two sheep,
and upwards of 20 hens. An egg factory in the
Alexandra neighbourhood processed eggs for
market from local hens.
The Interurban Tram Line ran from 1905 until
1958 from Vancouver to Steveston, first passing
Alexandra Station, a small building that was
situated where Alexandra Road now meets
Garden City Road. The tram brought visitors
into the Neighbourhood and attention to local
attractions, including a rifle range and blueberry farm where The Lands are now and the
Lansdowne park raceway, which was replaced
by Lansdowne Mall in 1977. Horse racing is
historically significant to Richmond as the city
was home to two of the four raceways in
British Columbia.
The residential zoning and housing market took off after the Oak Street Bridge was
opened in 1957, allowing for greater traffic flow
into Richmond. During the 1960’s and 1970’s,
ditches were replaced by concrete culverts,
which ran underneath roadways, for a more
tidy and modern cityscape. In the 1980’s Alderbridge Way was modernized and expanded to
facilitate greater traffic flow.

Alexandra Station - 1954

Rifle Range

alexandra road development public art plan
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The settlement once referred to as Lulu Island
participated in the 2010 Winter Olympic
Games and further modernized the region by
creating the dynamic residential and business
oriented city, rich with public art, we now know
as Richmond.
The Ampri development at the Alexandra Road
Site will contain 96 townhomes for a new community expected to include families, young
couples, singles and seniors, with the majority

being new immigrants and Chinese Canadians.
The proposed developments on the Garden
City Lands will connect the greater community
to the ecological and agricultural history
of Richmond.
How will these new residents relate to the land
and it’s history, and build ties with the former
communities? Can the past histories of the Alexandra neighbourhood inform our decisions
for making new histories in the future?12

Lansdowne Racetrack - 1959

no 4 rd

alexandra rd
alderbridge way
garden city rd

Minoru statue
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Ampri Development

Train Line/Stop

n
Lansdowne Park Racetrack
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garden city rd
alderbridge way

n
Ampri Development
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Animal Enclosures

Egg Factory

Train Line/Stop

Homes/Sheds
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ecology
context
The Alexandra Road Development is in the
process of transforming from a semi-rural to
an urban ecosystem and provides significant
opportunities for education, interpretation,
and the initiation of an emotional and physical
connection between the community and the
ecosystem it is a part of.
The ecological identity of Richmond is largely
formed by its location in relation to the Fraser
River Delta, its multiple islands, and its historical bog and estuary ecosystems. The ecological
strength of the Alexandra Road Site resides
in its connectivity with significant “sites” and
“hubs” identified by Richmond’s Ecological
Network, which conserve and connect natural
and semi-natural areas. One significant “hub” is
The Lands, which lie to the south and contain
some of the last remnants of the raised bog
ecosystem that this site once hosted.

The Alexandra geothermal station. Current, an artwork by
Andrea Sirois is displayed on the extrerior of the station.
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At its north-west corner, the Alexandra road
site contains a protected green-space. Traditional bog flora and fauna can still be found on
site and will be preserved. It will be inaccessible to humans to preserve its natural habitat.13
bog flora
ʊʊ Heath
ʊʊ Laborador Tea
ʊʊ Bog Cranberry and
Blueberry
ʊʊ Bog Laurel
ʊʊ Bog Rosemary

bog fauna
ʊʊ Barn Owls
ʊʊ Chickadees
ʊʊ Hummingbirds
ʊʊ Frogs
ʊʊ Snakes
ʊʊ Turtles

protected green space
The protected green-space in the Northwestern corner of the development site currently
contains dead, cut, and live trees of varying
ages including a standing 95 year old Douglas
fir. Through the conservation and preservation
of beneficial plant species, removal of invasive
plant species, and reintroduction of native
plant species the Alexandra neighbourhood
will continue, not only to grow, but also to
thrive as an adaptable and changing environment, engaging and habitable for everyone.
Current flora present on the Alexandra
Road Site include:
ʊʊ
ʊʊ
ʊʊ
ʊʊ

Birch
Douglas Fir
Excelsa Cedar
Maple

ʊʊ
ʊʊ
ʊʊ
ʊʊ

Reed Canary Grass
Himalayan Blackberry (invasive)
Creeping Buttercup (invasive)
Japanese Knotweed (invasive)

the alexandra district energy
utility & the geothermal field
The Alexandra district energy utility (ADEU)
building is located in the Alexandra Neighbourhood Park, with geothermal wells placed
underneath the Alexandra Greenway so as to
have the least impact on community use.
The ADEU will be servicing residential and
commercial customers in the new West Cambie Neighbourhood. It will be a renewable
system of energy.
how the geothermal field works
The Alexandra District Energy Utility uses
ground source heat pump technology to
extract heat (geothermal energy) from the
ground by a network of vertical pipe loops. It
will switch during the summer months to cooling, where the energy flow is reversed and the
heat will be pumped into the ground. This will
reduce or eliminate the use of smaller sized
boilers, chillers, or cooling towers for buildings
that are connected to the ADEU. This results
in reduced ongoing operating, maintenance,
and labor costs and provides a renewable and
eco-friendly energy generating system.

alexandra road development public art plan
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native pollinators
Various factors such as loss of habitat, pesticides and disease have led to the decline of
pollinator bees around the world. In BC there
are several species of bumblebees, which are
native to the ecosystem. Although honeybees
belong to the same order Hymenoptera as
bumble bees, they are not native to BC’s ecosystem. Bumblebees are stronger and bigger
than honeybees; they can grab a flower and
shake it to get better access to the pollen. Some
flowers have evolved in such a way that it is
necessary to shake them to pollinate them (eg.
tomatoes). Native pollinators are more docile
and more efficient pollinators than honey bees
and thus it is important to help preserve them
before they disappear. One of British Columbia’s most common native pollinators was once
the Western Bumblebee or Bombus occidentalis; its population has declined so much that it
is hardly seen anymore.
In the Alexandra Development there is great
potential to aid native pollinators by providing both food and nesting sites. All the plants
in the landscape design are flowering native
species, which have been shown to attract pollinators four times more than invasive species.
One of the objectives of the Alexandra road site
development was to preserve the non-invasive
ecosystems that were in place and ensure that
no invasive species would be re-introduced.
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The worst invasive plant species are those that
are almost impossible to eradicate. The top
ones in Richmond are:
ʊʊ
ʊʊ
ʊʊ
ʊʊ
ʊʊ
ʊʊ
ʊʊ

Himalayan Blackberry
Japanese Knotweed
Scotch Broom
Giant Cow Parsnip
Purple Loosetrife
European Birch
Highbush Blueberry

More information is available on the Invasive
Species Council of British Columbia’s website:
http://bcinvasives.ca14

Nevada Bumble Bee

Himalayan Blackberry, a common invasive species.

alexandra road development public art plan
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“Public art is a way to build
capacity for our local ecology
through interpretive means, and
to educate and create awareness
about our ecological assets”
– Alexandra Road - Public Art Orientation

contents

richmond fauna
Richmond is home to a variety of species of
owls, but their population has been steadily
declining due to the lack of habitat caused
by urban development. The Alexandra Road
Development is in a Barn Owl flight path. The
animal’s habitat is being acknowledged by a
public artwork already planned for the six-meter buffer zone to the east of the development
site. Although this project is already under
way, there are possibilities for new artworks to
relate to and build upon it.
owl species
ʊʊ Barn Owl
ʊʊ Barred Owl
ʊʊ Burrowing Owl
(last seen in 1992, Iona Beach Regional Park)
ʊʊ Great Horned Owl.
ʊʊ Long-eared Owl
ʊʊ Northern Saw-whet Owl
ʊʊ Short-eared Owl
ʊʊ Snowy Owl
ʊʊ Western Screech Owl

other bird species
ʊʊ Northern Flickers
ʊʊ American Robins
ʊʊ Towhees
ʊʊ Crows
ʊʊ Herons
soil
As a bog forest, the Alexandra Road Site is
made up of spongy peat soil that must be
tamped down, or “pre-loaded”, to compact it
before construction of new buildings. Otherwise, the soil ebbs and flows with changes in
water saturation and season.15

Northern Flicker

Barred Owl

contents

Snowy Owl
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demographics
The Alexandra neighbourhood is part of the
rapidly changing greater West Cambie area, a
new and integrative community. Upon completion, the Alexandra neighbourhood will
be diverse in residents, facilities, and public
green spaces. The low-density townhouses
will be suitable for families, young couples,
singles, and seniors. Supporting these central
townhouses will be hotels, restaurants, educational facilities, and offices nearby, however,
the Alexandra neighbourhood will be strictly
residential with easy access to nearby parks
and Tomsett Elementary School.16
who will reside in the alexandra
neighbourhood?
Medium to High Income Townhouses
estimated at $500 - 600,000, suitable for:
ʊʊ Families
ʊʊ Seniors
ʊʊ Young Couples
ʊʊ New Immigrants
ʊʊ Singles
ʊʊ Chinese Canadians

$30,323
Average net income of
Richmond Residents

contents

differentiating between the
alexandra and west cambie area:
Alexandra
ʊʊ Low-density townhouses/residential
townhouses
ʊʊ Easy access to public green spaces and
Tomsett Elementary School
West Cambie
ʊʊ Commercial facilities
ʊʊ Diverse group of public spaces to “shop,
work and socialize”

2006:
173,570

2011:
189,740

other

vancouver

richmond

55% of the working population
works in Richmond.

public
transit

other
private car

other
punjabi
tagalog

70% of the working
population drives to work.

chinese
Mandarin/
Cantonese

born in
canada
born outside
canada

english

Major languages spoken amongst Richmond’s
total population in 2006 and 2011.

58% of Richmond’s residents
were born outside of Canada.

alexandra road development public art plan
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infrastructure
Below are key opportunities for public art in
relation to the Alexandra Road Development
Public Art Plan. The focus of these public art
opportunities will be based on connectivity:
through ecology, infrastructure, and history. If
we can engage, educate, and inspire the public,
we can help revitalize and enhance the area.
A key component of these public art opportunities comes from the idea of connectivity.
Examples of opportunities for artworks that
add connectivity through ecology include, but
are not limited to:
ʊʊ Fencing along green space (protection of
green space, educational info-graphics on
history, sustainability, ecology, etc.)
ʊʊ Internal green space (re-use of fallen trees)
ʊʊ Building facades (vertical gardens)
ʊʊ Observation tower (consideration of local
fauna, connection to buffer zone artwork)
ʊʊ Re-use of fallen trees (benches, sculptures,
planter boxes, animal carvings, etc.)
ʊʊ Ecology info-graphics (educational, environmental, engaging, etc.)
ʊʊ Garbage and recycling bins (strategically
placed to prevent dumping in green spaces)
ʊʊ Re-introduction of plants (pollinators, habitats, and food for wildlife, etc.)
ʊʊ Community garden
(community sustainability)

Public Art installed onto a fence.

ʊʊ
ʊʊ

Common play area (planter boxes, herb
gardens, community gardens, etc.)
Chicken coops (community sustainability)

Examples of opportunities for artworks that
add connectivity through infrastructure include, but are not limited to:
ʊʊ Walkways (thematic designs, etc.)
ʊʊ Eco-lighting
(utilize new sustainable technology)
ʊʊ Crosswalk (historical design, historical mural,
or community design, etc.)
ʊʊ Wayfinding (educational info-graphics, thematic designs, etc.)
ʊʊ Greenways and green spaces, connecting
animal pathways (nature by design)
ʊʊ Garbage and recycling bins, utility boxes
(artist showcase)
ʊʊ Continuity in design and aesthetics (aesthetic
interest, community design, etc.)
Public Art integrated into a garbage can.

contents
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Examples of opportunities for artworks that
add connectivity through history include, but
are not limited to:
ʊʊ Bollards (historical info-graphics, thematic
designs, etc.)
ʊʊ Chicken coops or egg thematic (reconsideration of history)
ʊʊ Reuse of fallen trees (re-utilization,
reconsideration, habitat creation, etc.)
ʊʊ Building facade (historical references,
thematic design, etc.)
ʊʊ Community art projects (community
engagement with history or new legacies)
ʊʊ Garbage and recycling bins (historical
info-graphics, artist showcase, etc.)
ʊʊ Historical artifacts from the past (reintroduced and reconsidered)
ʊʊ Wayfinding (educational info-graphics,
thematic design, etc.)
With this list we emphasize the consideration
of artworks that will reflect the commonalities
that are present in all strong communities, artworks that provide connectivity, and artworks
that address ecology, sustainability, infrastructure, and history.
Public art integrated into a fire hydrant.

contents
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legacy
legacy plan: Fostering Community through
Engagement, Interactivity, and Public Art.
One of the unique aspects of The Alexandra
Road Development Public Art Plan is the
legacy potential for future and extended
communities of the Alexandra neighbourhood.
The site presents many opportunities for community engaged public art to be initiated and
implemented by the development, strata, or

surrounding neighbourhoods. These potential
artworks include annual community festivals,
ongoing collaborative projects, or ephemeral
and temporary community engaged works that
have a duration of a few years, a few months,
or even a few hours. Engagement opportunities include:
wayfinding
The Alexandra Road Development will have
an immediate connection to other neighbourhoods and areas in Richmond - specifically as

This crosswalk art is a part of Carlos Cruz-Diez’s Additive Color series, which integrates his inspiration of optical
illusions into public artwork, and various crosswalks globally. This temporal work shows how public art can
interact with the lives of everyday communities, while also being functional.17

contents

a greenway junction leading to and from The
Lands. Wayfinding can help the site user to
identify with a cultural or geographical history,
access amenities and resources, and generally
find his or her way through the space. The work
can lead the viewer through the neighbourhood and lend identification to public and
restricted areas. Opportunities may include
collaborative painting, wrapping, or embellishment of specific wayfinding infrastructure such
as crosswalks, bollards, and manhole covers.

Brett Fleur’s work, The Humble Bollard takes a different
approach to bollard art by expanding his practice beyond
the traditions of paint. This work shows the integration of
existing public infrastructure, and how it can be used for
wayfinding within communities.18

alexandra road development public art plan
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Heeswijk’s The Blue House, is a public space created to
promote community engagement. This space had invited
cross-disciplinary professionals to work and collaborate
within this space, creating a cultural infrastructure.19

The Mobile Porch was a collaborative work by the collective Public Works to create a mobile space that can travel
through various communities to promote engagement and
public events and activities.20

contents

place-making:
social and family dynamics
Community engaged artwork could help to
preserve past and existing cultural identity
by making it easily accessible and exciting.
In addition, connections with residents from
surrounding communities can be developed
through temporary activities such as murals, events, festivals, etc. By engaging in this
enterprise, this development has the potential
to create positive experiences and connections
for immediate and neighbouring communities
through the activation of public spaces and
implementation of open-ended public
art projects.

ʊʊ
ʊʊ
ʊʊ
ʊʊ
ʊʊ
ʊʊ
ʊʊ
ʊʊ
ʊʊ
ʊʊ
ʊʊ
ʊʊ

Public art projects, permanent or temporary
Block parties
Roving dinner parties with local food
Craft/hobby shows
Educational walking events
Walking/running groups
Community clubs/councils
Public markets, regular or pop-up
Sports teams
Community centers, permanent or temporary
Community gardens, permanent
or temporary
Ecological or culturally inspired festivals

Ampri Group aims to create community-oriented environments particularly suited to a
family-oriented lifestyle. This demographic
will create the need for community building activities and engagement. By initiating
collaboration and partnering with artists,
the development can achieve positive place
making relevant to the demographic. This will
help define the Alexandra neighbourhood’s
reputation and influence the movement of
socially and community invested newcomers
to the area. Family-oriented activities are of
top relevance due to the demographics of the
neighbourhood. Events and gatherings that
further reinforce this awareness and communal notion include:

alexandra road development public art plan
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evolving aesthetics
Community initiated public art projects such
as utility box and light post wraps, banners,
street murals, and artistic bollards will give
the Alexandra neighbourhood community a
sense of pride, fulfillment, and gratification.
The introduction of these elements, which give
a place the appearance of being well cared-for,
has been proven to reduce vandalism, illegal
dumping, and graffiti. Moreover, works which
are more temporary in nature have the ability
to continually change, adapting to a community on a mission to thrive. Like a chameleon,
these public art projects can reflect the continuous changes in aesthetic tastes, trends,
and demographics in such a bubbling hub. The
community can create a reassuring and bright
environment through participation in the
beautification of infrastructure, community activities, and public art, simultaneously promoting positive examples to follow in the future.

21

Fractal by Alejandro Quinteros, public street art created to reflect the natural landscapes of Vancouver’s Marpole Neighbourhood.

Calgary’s public art committee commissioned Will Yee to create various public banners
across downtown Calgary, to integrate the history of Calgary’s aboriginal community
and its role within society.22
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resources
richmond public art planning
Eric Fiss
Phone: 604-247-4612
Email: eric.fiss@richmond.ca
richmond sustainability department
Lesley Douglas
Email: ldouglas@richmond.ca
richmond parks department
Jamie Esko
Email: jesko@richmond.ca
richmond archives
Bill Purver
Archivist
Phone: 604-247-8305
Email: bpurver@richmond.ca
ampri group
Amit Sandhu
CEO
Phone: 604-728-5476
Email: asandhu@amprigroup.com
stantec
Darren Miller
Intern Landscape Architect
Phone: 604-696-8380
Email: darren.miller@stantec.com
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